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Abstract

This paper discusses and explores the model architecture of network1

types. The premise assumes that the role is to create a training doc-2

ument to explore some network types and topology with the interns3

at a large company. To achieve this task, this paper investigates and4

provides in-depth overview of the different network types and topolo-5

gies.6

1 Background7

This final paper provides thorough investigative work of the network operations strategy8

to develop proactive plan to monitor the network performance. The content of this9

paper is to provide design and to build the strategic planning. In addition, the paper10

provides monitoring system of the proposed network design. It is designed and built11

upon the foundation of all the previous assignments. The work builds on a variety of12

understanding including network design, network topology, and network reliability. The13

plan is to design a real-time monitoring system to measure the network performance14

and availability. The security of the network is part of the equation as well and will be15

proactively monitored.16

1.1 Summary of the Organization Business Demands17

This paper investigates the requirements of the network system that is to be implemented18

in the company (throughout the rest of the paper, we refer the “company” to be the19

target company with simulated assumptions in the assignment). The company has an20

existing WAN that provides internet services with the entire Northeastern region. The21

region currently covers 12 branches. After the acquisition, the projection is to expand22

the network services with 30 additional locations and these are sites that cross multiple23

different states under the same region.24

The goal for this investigation is to provide the basic understanding and the premises25

required for this expansion. A complex and adaptive system is to be designed for26

this implementation. A research done in 1979 first recognized the importance of the27

characteristics of such expansion [8]. It states the phenomenon that though the system28

can be easily understood at a local level the whole system may work in a surprising way29

globally due to local interactions amongst different units.30



1.2 Network Performance Monitoring Tools and Probes31

In the beginning stage of development, the network monitoring is extremely delicate32

and challenging. Considering that the premises states that we are a company operating33

150 branches across multiple states in the northeastern region of the United States.34

The environment is the first thing to discuss and all applications distributed need to35

be delivered to each station and branch with timely manner. The overall goal is to36

measure the performance issue as well as a set of other different metrics by supervising37

the capabilities of network probes. Many scholars have been investigating the systems38

that adapt large-scale network mapping and the capacity to handle different variety of39

resources [11, 14, 20].40

It is proposed a novel solution to measure the network performance by capturing its41

traffic [23]. When the network probes are available and there is no online traffic required42

to be measured, the active probes are then recommended to provide a variety of different43

measures [12, 23]. In our case, this solution is recommended to be put to test case. This44

is because the solution can be an ideal candidate for the scalability of network that is45

desired to be measured. With over 150 sites traveling all at once, the information hub can46

really deliver some surprising impact and hence affect the network performance issues.47

A solid monitoring system needs to be put to place and proposed a solution especially48

for this case, because their work targets on the flexibility of the network architecture49

[12]. The network needs to modify the strategy to adapt to different runtime issues and50

the potential roadblocks of unavailable bandwidth. Second, the reporting cannot be51

neglected either, because it is an important step leading to critical performance issues.52

One additional concept to discuss in regarding to network performance monitoring tools53

and probes is the user-level information. This is referring to the specific bandwidth54

and data transferring efficiency at a level that is benchmark to each user. This can be55

an important benchmark and metrics to evaluate when it comes measuring large-scale56

performance issues. Not only do we want to ensure the WAN operates globally without57

interruption we also want to ensure at a user level contingency plans are at place when58

any malfunction occurs. MAGNeT allows the network signal to passes through the web59

traffic and then it measures and categorize the signal. Hence, it is pruned to understand60

the issues between each layer of stacked internet protocols. LTT, alternatively, is widely61

used for debugging purposes and it is popular for collecting information on a global62

level instead of trivial information from each connection. Hence, a network operating63

system (NOS) is setup using a prototype that is presented in Figure 1.64

Many other tools [13, 12, 6, 21, 3] that are available for us are the following. The65

Web100 tool provides a variety of different instruments to measure network connectivity66

issues [13]. For kernel based tools, MAGNeT and the Linux Trace Toolkit (LTT) can be67

potential contenders [12, 6].68

1.3 Connection to the Northeastern Region69

The first premise is regarding to Wide Area Network or WAN. Many scholars have70

discussed different approaches of management system [17, 9, 18]. The target expansion71

that the executive team is planning on is a direct application of Wide Area Network72

(WAN) covering the entire Northeastern region. The network is capable of spanning a73

large amount of geographical area such as different cities, states, and other locations74

even nations. WAN is the optimal choice for corporations, multi-location companies,75

large organizations co-operating amongst different locations to execute data exchange.76
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Figure 1: Network Operating System (NOS). The central hub initiates the signals.
The signals goes through the cloud for authentication. When successfully approved, the
information is then released to each probe.

Comparing with the other types of networks, WANs serve similar purpose to that of77

LANS. However, WANs fundamentally has a different structure and the operating78

procedure is different as well. The branches of a WAN does not take ownership of the79

connections or the remote computer systems. Instead they are acting as subscribers. A80

service is provided to the these subscribers (branches). The data transfer speed is mostly81

about 1.5 megabits per second (Mbps) or less.82

The profiling for WAN is point-to-point. This is based on a procedure that is able to83

divide digital service. It can split a digital service wire with a rate of 1.544 Mbps into84

many channels. These channels are technological profile with 64 Kbps each assuming it85

is split into 24 channels. In addition, cost is another contributing factor. For faster wire86

connection, the cost is higher. The setup can be quite substantial for a company with this87

size. A report has projected a 30% growth on the WANs implementation nationwide [7]88

and due to the amount of branches the executive team is planning to operate WAN is the89

appropriate choice for the expansion.90

1.4 Summary of the Recommendations to Address Business Needs91

First, the proposed network topology (see Figure 2) organically integrate the admin-92

istrator and company officials with the internet providers in a secure environment. In93

addition, the data transfer and distribution has been safely provided to each branch and94

distributed to each node branch. A network service provider workflow is also provided95

to address the source of the internet provider (see Figure 3). In addition, to feed the96

company secure internet connectivity services, an executive diagram of the internet97

path is provided to address this issue (see Figure 4). The web service road-map is98

also provided with a workflow chart (see Figure 5). To allow successful data storage99

and optimal bandwidth control, executive diagrams of data storage and bandwidth are100

provided with or without the virtual machine in place. Due to the complexity of data101

security using scientific computing and data transfer, additional private network system102

such as VPN are provided to justify the difference (see Figure 6 and Figure 7).103
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Figure 2: Executive Diagram of the Proposed Network Topology. This figure presents
the proposed network topology.

2 Comprehensive Network Design Architecture104

The proposed network topology is presented in Figure 2. The topology suggests a105

hierarchical design branched out with a star design. The hierarchical design is appropriate106

for the hierarchy of the company organization. The company has more than 150 branch107

sites and each sites would need to have their own internet probes. It is important to108

ensure a failure of a site does not automatically affect the rest of the sites to ensure109

the secure data transfer and distribution protocols. Hence, the the hierarchical design110

is in place to achieve this goal. In addition, at each site (represented by the center or111

main hub of each branch), there is a start design. This proposed architecture is set in112

place because of each node carries important weight in the branch. This could be a desk113

or an office where a customer manager is making deals with a client. To ensure the114

most optimal service is provided to our clients, a node (which can be a desktop for a115

customer manager) should have its own independent connections with the hub and a116

failed connection should not affect the rest of the workflow.117

2.1 Suggested Management and Monitoring Tools118

First, the proposed management team is required to start an official business contract119

with a third party network provider such as Verizon and AT&T. A pricing and availability120

platform is strongly recommended to be set in place to allow continuous monitoring of121

the service plan. The subject matter experts and IT professionals need to be employed122

and to be put in place at service to ensure continuous internet provider. The optimal123

internet connection down to branch level is designed strategically to allow the company124

to work with the internet provider and its employees. The optimization is key in this125

scenario due to the highly customized nature to accommodate the personalized system126

of over 150 branches. This workflow is proposed in Figure 3.127
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Figure 3: Executive Diagram of Internet Source. The figure suggests the potential
road-map required to hire a third-party to provide internet services.

Figure 4: Executive Diagram of Internet Path. The figure suggests the core path of
how the internet plugs into the company and distribute the data.

Next, the core internet path is addressed. This paper provides an executive diagram for128

this strategic plan and the figure is presented in Figure 4. External to the company, the129

World Wide Web or WWW is the source where we upload and/or download data and130

other information. A Virtual Private Network or VPN is required to be set in place. For131

example, a third party provider such as Sysco AnyConnect can help achieve this goal.132

The Firewall is set up with the VPN to filter and allow approved information to pass133

through. The connection is then linked with a Router where the Router can send the134

information through a Switch to different nodes. A node can be a machine such as a135

desktop/laptop, printer, or webcam.136

2.2 Identification of Security Risks, Implications, and Risk Mitigation137

To identify the security risks, implications, and to develop a risk mitigation strategy, it is138

important to understand the relationship between each machine such as a laptop and the139

web servers. This relationship is described in Figure 5. This is a 4-step process. First,140

the machine (such as a personal laptop) needs to access data through the web browsers.141

This can be a browser such as Chrome, Safari, or Internet Explorer. The user requests142

data from the end of the laptop. The signal gets sent through the Internet of which it143

requests the data from the server. This leads to the second step. The web servers receive144

the request signal that needs to be processed. Upon approval of the requests, a VPN or145
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Figure 5: Executive Diagram of Web Servers. The figure suggests the potential
relationship and procedural steps required to establish web servers.

log-in information is verified for the particular data request. Then the web server will146

make a response which is the third step. The action is either to release the information147

or to prohibit the data transfer process. Last, the laptop from the user side will receive148

the information and the browser will present the information in front of the user. In case149

of failed approval or rejection of password, a 404 error can occur to indicate to the user150

that the web browser is not allowed.151

2.3 Storage Capacity, Bandwidth, and Latency Considerations152

This subsection discusses the contents of the storage capacity, bandwidth, and the latency153

considerations. One important caveat is the inclusion of a virtual machine or scientific154

computation in the system. To cover all basis, this paper provides both workflow. The155

diagrams are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7. First, the diagram without the scientific156

computing virtual machine is provided. The users and the bank employees from the157

branch request data upload or download. This request is verified through a VPN and the158

signal is transferred to the cloud storage platform requesting release of the data. The159

cloud storage is connected many buckets where each bucket is a virtual folder for data160

storage. Next, the upgraded diagram with the scientific computing virtual machine is161

also provided. Every other building block is exactly the same with before. The additional162

piece is the introduction of a virtual machine. The communication between a virtual163

machine and the data storage is required to be verified with a VPN in the middle.164

Researchers analyzing credit card defaults use machine learning techniques to understand165

the important features affect the probability of the credit card default level [16, 5]. To166

conduct this part of the research internally using internal data, the cloud storage platform167

with bucket locations is not sufficient for this type of scientific computing. Virtual168

machines are required to be set in place to allow large-scale data processing. This169

requires updated workflow diagram which can be seen in Figure 7.170

In addition, the internet connection should be able to allow online conference. This was171

especially a changing point and a shift of culture during the pandemic of COVID-19172

for many companies. Due to the pandemic, the policy of working from home or WFM173

is implemented so that people can create a somewhat distant environment to stop the174

spread of the disease. This requires the online platform to have strong, robust, and175

consistent internet connection to establish this platform as a response to the implemented176

policy. The diagram, in Figure 8, presents the workflow of a proposed online conference177
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Figure 6: Executive Diagram of Data Storage and Bandwidth. The figure illustrates
the proposed relationship between users and online data storage platforms without cloud
computing.

Figure 7: Executive Diagram of Data Storage and Bandwidth (with computing).
The figure illustrates the proposed relationship between users and online data storage
platforms with cloud computing. A virtual machine is needed to establish a secured
platform for scientific computing.
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Figure 8: Executive Diagram of Remote Conference and WFM. The figure demon-
strates the procedure and workflow for user-to-user online/remote conferences and
work-from-home scenario setup.

Figure 9: Executive Diagram of WIFI Connection. The figure illustrates the potential
workflow for internet connection process using WIFI connections with and without
VPN.

flowchart. A laptop is using online meeting platforms (Google Meet, Zoom, WebEx, and178

Microsoft Meet) to establish connections. The system, upon approval of the valid login179

and VPN credentials, communicates with LAN which is the next tier of internet services180

after WAN. The information transfers from LAN goes into another online conference181

platform to communicate with a second laptop where the second laptop is not required182

to be in the same place as the first one.183

Upon the visits of a customer, it is recommended to have on-site wifi and internet184

connection at a local branches to provide over-the-counter services to the clients. The185

on-site internet connection is separated into two types of connections, one with VPN186

in place and the other without. The difference of this two types of internet connections187

are provided in Figure 9. The secured wifi connections for the in-store employees are188

required to use a third-party encryption system that is approved with a login credential.189

For example, a platform such as Cisco AnyConnect can be set in place to encrypt the190

data transferred and distributed from the branch hub to each machine (laptop/desktop).191

For customers who need the internet connections, free wifi without password can be192

provided.193
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Table 1: Summary Table of List of Events.

Type Cite

Jamming [10]
DoS [2]

Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [1]
Internal [19]

Access control [22]
Wormhole [4]

3 Network Operations Center194

A strategic network monitoring system is also required to complete the internet setup.195

This section of the work is proposed and built upon the foundation of the previous196

assignment. The work builds on a variety of understanding including network design,197

network topology, and network reliability. The plan is to design a real-time monitoring198

system to measure the network performance and availability. The security of the network199

is part of the equation as well and will be proactively monitored. In the his assignment,200

we list out comprehensive plans for how to shift strategic plan to focus on Network201

Operations Center (NOC for short).202

3.1 Events to Monitor and Detect Security Issues203

It is provided a list of potential threats and events that are worth monitoring and these204

events posed danger to security safety [15]. Hence, it is important to include a list of205

attacks in this document as well (may have some overlap with previous assignments).206

Jamming attack is the first type of event on the list and it is originally introduced by [10].207

It is a type of DoS attacks where the strategy of such attack focus on sending a large208

volume of signals to affect the reliability of the communication channel. DoS attack,209

as the most common attack in Internet of Things, is another type of event because it210

often attacks user at low-end device which usually can be neglected by users [2]. One211

interesting attack that arise is called Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [1]. In regarding212

to this type of attacks, machine learning tools such as anomaly detection can be used213

to tackle this type of problems. This problem is magnified at today’s world because214

modern day computing technology including networking, data storage, management,215

and so [1] proposed a sequential model to investigate and evaluate the data security.216

Their work showed improved stability and robustness in regards of performance measure217

metrics of the dataset on the end-users IoT devices [1]. Malicious node can be another218

form of attacks and this type of events focus on the heterogeneous nature of the smart219

phone or other similar devices that users use. This can be crucial when employees220

of the companies have their accounts logged into using their remote devices such as221

iPhone or iPad and they are accessing the internet using public Wifi and so on. Events222

like this can be an area where malicious attack can take place. Hence, this report223

proposes to have monitoring system in place. Internal and access attack are orchestrated224

together simultaneously which then could potentially create this parallel process called225

a Wormhole attack [19, 22, 4]. Wormhole attack can cause severe damage to the IoT226

routing [4]. It constructs a tunnel between two users or two machines in the internet227

topology to design an information passage. The wormhole attack relies on this type of228

passage to transfer malware across different locations of the system. The diagram of this229

type of attack is drawn in Figure 10 which is cited from Figure 2 of [4].230
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Figure 10: Generalized diagram for wormhole attack. [4]

Table 2: Confusion matrix of alert system correctness.

Notified
Yes No

Malfunction Yes True Pos. False Neg.
No False Pos. True Neg.

3.2 Alerts and Notification Responses231

In emergency situation where there is a shut down or some malfunction in the network232

system, the responsive personnel will be notified. This calls for a contingent plan in place.233

Disregard the channel, some form of notification is needed and the role responsible234

needs to be checked and put in place. As naive as this may sound, the entire alert and235

notification responses system essentially refer to the system where a message, an email,236

or call will be triggered to send to the employee who is in charge of a malfunction237

situation. Hence, the system is required to be precise and on-time. This is to avoid the238

scenarios where the person is notified but there is not a malfunction or the person is not239

notified when there is one. To describe the scenarios thoroughly, denote the scenarios for240

the signal to be either malfunction or normal and assume the person is either notified or241

not. Hence, we have a two-way table and this gives us 22 = 4 scenarios. This is shown242

in Table 2. The notification can be passed or not, and hence the situation can either be243

“yes” or “no”. The malfunction can also be positive or negative because there is either244

an alert or not. This gives 4 unique scenarios. They are true positive, true negative,245

false negative, and false positive. The two true scenarios are easy to interpret. They246

refer to the situations where the notification is correct. The incorrect situations can be247

false negative and false positive. The false negative is when there is not a notification248

when there is a malfunction. The false positive is when there is a notification but there249

is no malfunction. The false positive is the classic “crying wolf” situation and the high250

occurrences of false positives can lead to a potential unvisit when there is a “yes” for251

notification.252

Hence, based on the above reasoning, there also needs to be a learning procedure in253

place to improve the notification and alert accuracy when responses are triggered. The254

end of the channel is the human response. Since it is a human response, psychology and255

behavioral instinct plays into the equation so that we the designer of this entire strategic256

monitoring system needs to take this into consideration. This is because it is not just257
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our responsibility to design a complete system. We also need to think in the positions of258

our employees who are waking up 2AM in the morning to check the system if there is259

ever a malfunction. They better not be waking up at 2AM and arrive to the factory at260

3AM only realizing it is a false positive. This event creates discouragement for these261

employees to do their job correctly.262

The alert and notification system can be quite substantial when we are at the beginning263

stage designing the network system for a company that has 150 branches operating in264

the northeastern region of the United States. By setting quick and efficient notification265

system, the first responders are able to arrive at the scene to tackle the malfunction and266

any other internet connectivity issues. In addition, a learning system is also recommended267

to be set up so that the precision and accuracy of the notification/alert can improve.268

4 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)269

A Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) is a performance measure metric that evaluates270

the network management. There are several perspectives to be aware of. Here we list271

them in the following.272

First, the KPI needs to efficiently conform the definition of the performance measure.273

IF there is not a direct link between KPI and the network connectivity status, then274

the KPI would be not be meaningful. Second, the KPI needs to be understood easily.275

The description needs to state the issues inside out and every building block needs to276

be well understood by not just technicians but also management team. The KPI also277

requires a protocol for action. For various reasons, it is important that the document and278

the evaluation metrics calls for action. This avoids unnecessary costs in the operation279

process and the negligible behavior in the corporate management workflow.280

4.1 Visualization and Reporting281

The visualization of the proposed reporting system is drawn in Figure 11. The central282

hub starts with the initiation of the data transfer on a secure network system. The internet283

and VPN remains in tact and will be required to transfer the data towards each probe.284

The authentication is set in place to verify the access or request from each probe. The285

probes serve as branches to ask for data from the central hub upon approval of the286

internet access.287

5 Conclusion288

As a summary, this document summarizes the entire network design that is the culmina-289

tion of all the work and foundation for the previous assignments. The document provides290

quality report to assist the business leaders (CIO and CEO of the company) to develop291

the viable plan of hiring the correct teams to setup the internet connection platform and292

hence to be able to explore and design the most optimal IoT platform for the applications293

required for the company expansion. The document starts with the background of the294

organization expansion and address the business needs. Then the document provides a295

comprehensive network design with designated workflow chart or diagrams to reflect the296

proposed strategy, platforms, or other IoT devices. In addition, the document provides297

suggested management and monitoring platform to allow special situations to arise. The298

document also provides ample amount of information in regarding to identification of299

security risks, implications, and risk mitigation strategies for IoT platforms and devices.300
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Figure 11: Diagram of KPI Reporting System.

The document also spans the data storage and cloud platforms to allow the company to301

enrich its network operations center and to develop minoring and detection issues.302
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